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Abstract—Online education platforms inject new vitality into the field of
education, and greatly improves the accessibility to high-quality education
resources. However, the current online education platforms do not support
independent course selection based on personal preferences. To solve this
problem, this paper designs an automatic recommendation method of optimal
courses for online math education platforms based on Bayesian model. The
results show that the Bayesian model can simulate the causal relationship
between real-world affairs by building a graphic model based on the graph
theory and the probability theory; the model can effectively merge priori and
posteriori information, and encode the causality between knowledge points; the
model clearly outshines user-based collaborative filtering model, term-based
collaborative filtering model, and SlopeOne model, and achieves a stable
accuracy rate in automatic recommendation of courses. The research provides
an empirical evidence to the improvement and innovation of professional online
math course platforms.
Keywords—Online education platform, bayesian model, independent course
selection, automatic recommendation, score prediction

1

Introduction

In the era of Internet+, the development of education is greatly promoted by communication and Internet technologies, and this has provided a new path for the comprehensive education reform in China [1]. In recent years, many foreign universities
and colleges have tried to use the Internet to assist their teaching, now, the development momentum of such Internet-aided teaching is getting better and better, and has
become an indispensable means of higher education [2, 3]. At present, online education has become the trend of future education, and the online education platforms can
provide students with good venues for their autonomous learning [4].
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In online education, course selection is a very important teaching management
task. In order to achieve the training goals of modern talents, colleges and universities
in China have carried out large-scale education system reforms, they have set more
disciplines and courses, and students can choose their courses freely [5, 6]. Automatic
course selection systems can realize active course recommendation that meets the
individual needs of students [7]. The Bayesian model established based on Bayesian
statistics is a reasonable combination of the Bayesian graph theory and the Bayesian
method [8, 9]. According to the different perspectives of the Bayesian network, the
Bayesian network structure learning methods can be divided into two types, namely
the methods based on conditional independence, and the methods based on scores
[10]. The Bayesian model can be regarded as a structure containing the distribution of
joint probabilities between attributes, through learning and scoring, the Bayesian
network model that has the best data fits can be determined [11, 12]. Now, the Bayesian networks and models have been widely used in various fields such as information
fusion, prediction, and business and intelligent robots [13, 14].
For online education platforms, computers are the bridge for learners to access to
the digital courses on the Internet; in the context of the development of Internet and
information technologies, they provide students with a new education mode that is
different from the traditional classroom lecturing, and they emphasize on the form of
learning [15]. Online courses are the educational resources shared on the online learning platforms, and they can promote the sharing of university courses on the Internet
[16, 17]. From the perspective of students, some studies found that whether the students have online course experience or not only affects the students’ original recognition, it won’t change their opinions [18]. Based on the Bayesian model, this paper
attempts to explore an automatic optimal course recommendation method for online
math education platforms, in the hopes of providing an evidence for the optimization
and innovation of online course platforms of the math major.

2

Theoretical Research

2.1

An overview of online education platforms

Online education platforms are a kind of teaching method that delivers knowledge
to students in a way that is different from the traditional face-to-face classroom lectures in the context of well-developed Internet and information technologies, they
emphasize more on the form of learning [19]. Students use the online education platforms to conduct online learning, they can determine the learning venue and time by
themselves, and such platforms can satisfy the individual learning needs of learners
[20, 21]. For an online education platform, the users include system administrators,
teacher users, student users, and visitors [22]. The system administrators are in charge
of reviewing the courses that have been applied for and managing the user rights of
teachers and students in video uploads and recommendations, homework submission,
and leaving messages and comments, etc. [23, 24]. Teachers have the rights of creating courses, uploading teaching materials, downloading homework in batches, com-
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menting, browsing comments, and recommending course videos, etc. [25]. Students
can retrieve and study courses according to their preferences and needs; after completing and submitting their homework, they can view and comment on the homework of
their peers, moreover, and they can also recommend the course videos they like [26,
27].
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Fig. 2. Function modules of the online education platform

The technology acceptance model determines two variables that can affect certain
user behaviors, namely the perceived usefulness, and the perceived ease of use, this
model can be applied to research on the acceptance of information technologies and
systems by various users [28]. Figure 1 shows the structure of the technology ac-
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ceptance model. Some scholars have founded during their research on online education platforms that the perceived ease of use is positively related to adoption attitude
[29, 30]. Figure 2 gives the function modules of the proposed online education platform; the five modules are: system management, course management, job management, teacher-student interaction, and performance management. The course management module includes five parts: course recommendation, course classification,
video learning, examination arrangement and course collection [31]. In terms of the
overall functions of the system, the platform can well satisfy the mixed learning requirements of multiple disciplines at the same time, and meet students’ demands in
autonomous and personalized learning, and fast course identification and selection
[32].
2.2

About the Bayesian model
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Fig. 3. Evaluation structure of the knowledge-point Bayesian network
of the subjective Bayesian method

Personalized recommendation is the kernel technology for course selection systems. It has two attributes: the degree of automation and the degree of durability.
Collaborative filtering is a commonly used automatic recommendation algorithm for
course selection. The characteristic of the algorithm is to calculate the similarity between users based on the history information of the system and obtain users with
similar interests, the algorithm can handle unstructured complex objects and has no
special requirements for the objects being recommended. When dealing with data that
contain a lot of interactions between the variables to be identified and the variables to
be predicted, the Bayesian networks are usually adopted, they are additive, have no
strict requirements for prior statistical assumptions, and can easily discover
knowledge and structure from the massive and complex data, etc. The Bayesian model can effectively merge priori and posteriori information, and encode the causality
between knowledge points; by continuously adding information of new evidences, it
can timely update the evaluation and judge the course selection. In actual applications,
the powerful reasoning and prediction ability of the Bayesian networks can be taken
as a solid mathematical basis and this has ensured the credibility of the results. Figure
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3 shows the evaluation structure of the knowledge-point Bayesian network of the
subjective Bayesian method, which is consisted of the knowledge uncertainty, evidence uncertainty, combinatorial evidence uncertainty, renewal of uncertainty, and
conclusion uncertainty. The Bayesian model can simulate the causal relationship between real-world affairs by building a graphic model based on the graph theory and
the probability theory; it is often used in precise reasoning algorithms such as polytree message passing algorithms, clique-tree message passing algorithms, graph reduction algorithms, and combinatorial optimization algorithms, etc.

3

Design of the Bayesian Recommendation Model for the
Course Selection System of Online Education Platforms
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The online course selection system mainly analyzes two kinds of information, the
information of courses that are already selected by the student, and the information of
courses that can be selected at present, and the courses that are already selected by the
student can reflect the history information of the student’s preferences. When constructing a Bayesian inference network of the relevant information, a recommendation
engine was first designed based on the Bayesian network and corresponding recommendation algorithms, then the personalized recommendation results that meet the
interests of students were given. Figure 4 shows the framework of the system. Taking
the course selection of math major students as an example, the student preference
library stores the preferences and weights characterized by the information of courses
that are selected by all math major students; the course information library stores the
information related to the courses; the glossary library stores the co-occurrence information between words in the glossary space, which is used to provide data support
for the construction of Bayesian networks and the calculation of probabilities. Figure
5 shows the model of a rule-based system, which can be divided into three layers:
description layer, keyword layer and user interface layer. Figure 6 shows the framework of the Bayesian network recommendation system. The framework includes the
data preparation and transaction module, the pattern discovery modules, and the data
set recommendation module, etc. According to the weights of the student’s preferences, the recommendation engine combines with the student's course selection behaviors to generate a collection of recommended courses intelligently.
3.2

Construction of Bayesian inference network for online course selection
system

Obtaining the model that can be used in data mining is the essential part of data
preparation. Based on certain mining goals, some transactions that exist in the transaction set are generally quite important. Therefore, the process of making sparse transactions more compact can be regarded as a process of data expression. All nodes in
the Bayesian inference network require a given condition probability table, since the
nodes in the Bayesian network are divided into root nodes and non-root nodes, for
nodes without a root node, their prior probabilities should be given, and the collection
of the node condition probabilities is expressed as the condition probability table in
the Bayesian network. Then, according to the known evidence nodes and the prior
probabilities in the condition probability table, the posterior probability of the targe
node to be queried could be calculated by the inference process of the Bayesian network. Figure 7 gives a diagram of the course recommendation process. After preferred courses and nodes are input, the system will automatically match the evidence
nodes, then, according to the node probability distribution, it pushes a collection of
recommended courses with the help of evidence dissemination.
Figure 8 shows the hierarchical structure of the data mining module, which is divided into an application layer, a data mining layer, and a basic algorithm layer. The
data mining layer is mainly responsible for processing the information of courses that
have already been selected by the student, and this information is taken as the input of
the algorithm module, and it is the core of the data mining module. Figure 9 shows the
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flow of the course recommendation algorithm. By obtaining the basic information of
the target student, calculating his/her interest in the courses based on history data of
his/her learning behaviors, the vectors of user preference were constructed and clustered, in each cluster, according to the records of user courses, the pheromone of each
course was calculated separately. After that, through calculation, a similar user set
composed of k users with the highest similarity to the target user was obtained, according to which, the scores given by students on the courses were predicted, and then
the heuristic values of the courses were calculated. At last, according to the score
information and the course pheromone, the course recommendation probabilities were
calculated and the recommended courses were generated.
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Fig. 9. Flow of the course recommendation algorithm

4

Implementation and Analysis of the Automatic Optimal
Course Recommendation System for Online Education
Platforms

4.1

Implementation of the proposed system

In traditional course selection systems, students can only search for the courses
they want to take through keyword queries, in many cases, the matching of semantic
concept of the input words cannot be guaranteed. However, with the help of the
Bayesian inference network constructed in the previous chapter, after the students
have selected the preference nodes, namely the system evidence of the Bayesian network is obtained, then, through evidence dissemination, the posterior probability
values of the nodes related to the evidence can be obtained, each node calculates its
own posterior probability based on the status information passed by the neighboring
nodes and the condition probability table stored in the node. Figure 10 compares the
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mean absolute error under different numbers of optimal similar users. According to
the figure, the number of similar users was between 10-80, the values of the mean
absolute error of the Bayesian model and the collaborative filtering model were both
within [0.53, 0.67], indicating that both algorithms had good score prediction accuracy. The two models roughly exhibited the same trend. The curve of the Bayesian
model was flatter, indicating that the curve of the Bayesian model fluctuated greatly
with the increase of the number of similar users.
The course selection score prediction test was performed using the Bayesian model, the user-based collaborative filtering model, the term-based collaborative filtering
model, and the SlopeOne model, and the accuracy of the algorithms was compared.
Figure 11 gives the score prediction results of the four algorithms. According to the
figure, the mean absolute error and root mean square error of the Bayesian model
were the lowest, indicating that it was significantly better than other models in predicting the course selection scores.
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4.2

Analysis of the proposed system
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Fig. 12.A flowchart of knowledge point association mining

Course information is stored in the course information library, and each course has
a detailed text introduction. For an evaluation system, a key concept of its retrieval
performance is the "relevance", which can be used to determine the degree of the
student’s satisfaction with the optimal course selection scheme. Using the Bayesian
model, the posterior probabilities of certain courses can be obtained based on the
known preferences of the math major students, and they can be used to describe the
recommendation degree of the courses. Figure 12 is a flowchart of knowledge point
association mining. First, the user learning behavior and test result data are obtained,
then the associations among knowledge points are mined by the knowledge point
association mining algorithm to determine the knowledge point associations. In terms
of accuracy, the course selection system established based on the matching method of
the Bayesian model can greatly promote the course selection knowledge acquisition
of math major students, using this system, students can select courses they preferred,
since interest is the learning impetus for all people, under a better learning pattern,
students would show greater interest in the courses. Moreover, even under the condition of multi-user course selection, the Bayesian model can still ensure a stable accuracy rate.

5

Conclusion

This paper explored an automatic optimal course recommendation method for
online math education platforms based on the Bayesian model, and drew the following conclusions:
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1. The model can effectively merge priori and posteriori information, and encode the
causality between knowledge points; by continuously adding information of new
evidences, it can timely update the evaluation and judge the course selection.
2. All nodes in the Bayesian inference network require the given condition probability
table, according to the known evidence nodes and the prior probabilities in the
condition probability table, the posterior probability of the targe node to be queried
could be calculated by the inference process of the Bayesian network.
3. The curve of the Bayesian model fluctuated greatly with the increase of the number
of similar users. In terms of the prediction of course selection scores, the Bayesian
model outperformed the user-based collaborative filtering model, the term-based
collaborative filtering model, and the SlopeOne model.
4. Using the Bayesian model, the posterior probabilities of certain courses can be obtained based on the known preferences of the math major students, and they can be
used to describe the recommendation degree of the courses, and the Bayesian model can ensure a stable accuracy rate.
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